Charter of the INRIA GForge service
v1.0: December 28, 2004
The objectives of this charter are:
 to recall the legislative framework and the general deontology that applies to information made available
on the Internet,
 to define the conditions for hosting projects on the server gforge.inria.fr,
 to define specific rules applicable to the GForge service, which is installed on the server gforge.inria.fr and
is located at INRIA Rennes.

The general legislative framework
The opening of a project and its activity are regulated by the laws/decrees relative to dissemination and diffusion
of intellectual works. This implies, particularly, the respect of the following obligations (NB: this list is nonexhaustive):
 The obligation to obtain from the companies the necessary rights from the authors, the right to
reproduce and to disseminate written works, photographs, or music that are protected by author
rights or any associated/annex rights.
 Respect of personal rights (image/photo, privacy protection); respect of the exigencies of the law
«Computers and Liberty» and those laws applicable to audiovisual diffusion.
 Respect of European law: in accordance with the European directives (Directive 95/46/CE of the
European parliament and the consul of 24 October 1995), each person must give his written accord
if personal1 data is accessible on the Internet.

Conditions for hosting projects on the INRIA GForge server
The gforge.inria.fr is open to projects involving at least one person working at the institute. Each project
requires a demand be submitted. The demand must come from someone working for the institute and using the
project space for scientific work.
The demand must contain the following information:
 The demander's name :
 Their INRIA email address :
 The INRIA research team for which the demander works :
 Their GForge user account (login : desired or existing) :
 The GForge project name to be created/opened :
 A description of the GForge project (5-10 lines) :

Specific rules applicable to the INRIA GForge service
The projects hosted on the gforge.inria.fr site are done so under the following conditions, which are based on a
commitment of resources and not on results:
 The gforge.inria.fr site does not guarantee the functioning of the server and nor the accessing of its data
24/24 and 7/7. It is a « best effort » service.
 The gforge.inria.fr site does not guarantee the housed data, but pledges to backup the data and to restore
(totally or partially) the projects.
 A person with access rights promises to not divulge the parameters which permit one to access his account
on the gforge.inria.fr site. This right can not be delegated to another person.

1

Personnel data: any information concerning a physically identified or identifiable person (the person
concerned); is considered identifiable a person who can be identified, directly or indirectly, notably by reference
to an identification number or by one or more specific elements proper to his identity physical, physiological,
psychic, economic, cultural, or social.

Reminder of the principle laws:
Every project hosted on the site gforge.inria.fr must respect the applicable legislation in its totality, most notably
in the domains of computer security:
 The law « Computers and Liberty » 2004-801 of August 6, 2004;
 The law « pertaining to computer fraud » 92-685 of July 22, 1992;
 The law of July 10, 1991 pertaining to the privacy of emitted telecommunication correspondences;
 The « code of intellectual ownership » 92-597 of July 1, 1992;
 The law « pertaining to press infringements » of July 29, 1881, modified, sanctioning notably defamation,
negationism, racism and injures;
 The legislation « pertaining to the infringements of the cryptology rulings » the law of December 29, 1990
modified by the law of July 26, 1996 and by its application decrees: February 24, 1998, March 23, 1998, and
March 17, 1999;
 The legislation relative to the audiovisual and telecommunications as it concerns the major principles
applied to communication both public and private.
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